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Introduction
Sharing our Inspiration with YOU
It all began back in 2014 when I was inspired to create with my WordPress friends a
beautiful collection of our life journeys and in particular the moments of Awakening to
who we truly are and what was going on in the world.
2 years later in 2016 we came together again and wrote another collection of
Awakening stories about where we found ourselves on our journey as our
consciousness was expanding to experience new insights and ah-ah moments.
Now 4 years later we have gathered again...to create an update on our Awakening and
Ascension experience as we find ourselves living in quite magical times.
Humanity on a large scale now, are finding themselves in a fast acceleration period of
great change... AND it is our intention, sharing our true experiences, to inspire your
natural journey of transformation to flow with all ease and grace.

Awakening to Who You Truly Are
One heart at a time, Humankind is naturally Awakening after a long and hard ‘Human’
experience. Remembering that we are each so much more than our physical Human
body, mind and five senses we have used to experience the polarity of duality.
We are each Multi-Dimensional Beings of Body, Mind and Spirit... here to embrace all
the fearful and untruthful aspects of ourselves that have ensured our limitation and
powerlessness for eons of time... AND claim our true sovereign selves so we can
together bring about a new experience of community and harmony.
Yes... we are each preparing to participate in the grandest celebration ever to take
place on the physical plane of Earth. Are YOU ready to join us?

Barbara Franken

Changes and Effects of the Awakening Earth and the Human Being
We find ourselves in a Natural Shift of Consciousness. Our solar system finds itself
surrounded by a higher galactic vibrational energy; a new energy that we have all
called forth as our consciousness expanded and declared... no more suffering,
limitation and conflict.
The new energy resonates with love and naturally raises the vibration on Mother Earth
and in all who inhabit her... from the low and dense feelings of fear and limitation that
we have created here together over many lifetimes, to the high and vibrant feelings of
love and joy that is the essence of who we all truly are.
This New Energy, of intense light actually affects the magnetic make-up of the whole
solar system, creating intense magnetic storms on the sun, where strong solar flares
reach the Earth’s orbit and interfere with the magnetics within the Earth and each
Human Being. The Human body contains millions of tiny magnetic particles that
interconnect through Human antennas to the Earth’s magnetic field, enabling the
Human to receive and transmit consciousness, which influence the physical body and
all of its internal systems.
The interference of the magnetic field causes a cleansing effect, physically shifting and
shaking the Earth and her inhabitants, creating unusual weather patterns and within the
Human Being cleansing them from all their fears and yesterdays.
It is actually the most beautiful gift that we can receive... intense light to naturally
Awaken our consciousness, changing our DNA and crystallising our molecules. Our
inner light body is being ignited anew, clearing our body of past debris, burning away
everything that no longer serves us, leaving nothing but pure love and passion within
each Human Being and Mother Earth. We are preparing for our re-birth... of the
DivineHumanBeing, Enlightened and Embodied Master Creators we all truly are.
During this natural Shift in Consciousness, our Awakening is affecting our mental,
emotional and physical bodies, pulling us all ways and putting us through some
uncomfortable and painful times. Not only are we integrating and releasing all our own
past life patterns and karma that no longer serve us, but that of all our ancestors that
have lived before us.
Our Body Consciousness, Body, Mind and Spirit is rebalancing and giving birth to a
pure new crystalline DivineHuman self. It is of the utmost importance that we neither
fight nor give in, as there is nothing we can do, but trust, allow and be aware of this
natural happening.

Awakening Symptoms
Physical
Aches and pains in the joints, especially neck, shoulders and back...
Heat sensations... beyond the menopause, feeling cold, feeling hot...
Feeling dizzy and shaky...
Vertigo... Nausea...
Ringing in the ears...
Itchy skin, Red patchy skin, especially the face and hair...
Exhaustion and feeling tired, waking up a lot...
Headaches and Migraine...
Stomach aches and Indigestion...
No appetite... Eating a lot
Extremes of diarrhea and constipation...
Heart palpitations... Irregular heartbeats...
Emotional/Mental
Crying... Deep Sadness...
Confused... Not thinking straight...
Nervousness... Anxious...
Passionless...
Intense Dreaming...
Loneliness...
Losing words...
Depressed...

My suggestions for more comfort each day
Consciously breathe in the new energy for a few minutes each morning and evening,
especially into painful areas and at peace with all of yourself...
Eat consciously and healthy, enjoy small portions of protein, good fats, a few berries
and lots of salad and vegetables...
Extra supplements of magnesium and zinc...
Moderate use of carbohydrates and sugars
Drink plenty of fresh water...
Moderate use of caffeine, coffee, tea and alcohol...
Positive and Loving self talk...
Soaking the body in warm water and essential oils...
Walk in nature or enjoy gentle exercise each day...
Sleep a lot, naps through the day if possible...
Trust that everything is OK, even when doubts try to creep into your mind...
Remember you are not your mind... You are so much more...
From a True Love Story...
Your Magnificent Self... A Journey to Freedom By Barbara Franken

Joseph Parent... Awakened by Grief and Ascended in Love
Awakened in silence
There are many events that precipitate one’s journey and its growth which occurs to
evolve one’s consciousness. I was painfully shy and kept to myself in silence due to
trauma. One incident taught me to have confidence in Spirit. One night, in particular, I
was working and I had finished my duties at three in the morning.
With no transportation and three miles from home, I began to walk. During my walk, I
got an eerie feeling I was going to be murdered. I looked behind me and a man was
quickly walking towards me. I was in transition of leaving my religion and waiting for
another movement which would be compatible with my awakening. I looked behind me
and the man was getting closer.
I asked Spirit for protection. I looked behind me again and the man started to pick up
the pace. When I turned around there was a big dog on my right side. The man
crossed the street and went into a wooded area. The dog followed me to my house. I
went inside to fetch a dog snack when I came out the dog was gone. I was left
mystified.
Little by little, on my journey, I felt like I was being taken care of, loved and
protected. In my silence, I was awakened similar to a dormant seed in darkness ready
to germinate and ascended in silence where things grow.

Awakened by love
A blissful reunion of souls occurred when I met my partner. In relationships, every
couple has disagreements which are insignificant. We had two arguments in the 26
years of being together but nothing earth shattering whereas it did not harm our
relationship and after the arguments, we belly laughed.
We spiritually grew together and we were inseparable. We both agreed that we were
inextricably tied to each other and this bond preceded our incarnations. Our ties also
bound us to our own crossovers and beyond. Perhaps we can be deemed infinity
soulmates.
Our lives together were spent awakening one another about world events and we had
many incidences which left us in awe on our spiritual path and these experiences were
pivotal to our spiritual growth.
My belief and my partner’s belief are everyone ascends in their own time. This life or
next life etc. In the ascension or the awakening process, no one is ahead or behind
us. We are all on the same journey awakening at our own pace or awakening with
experiences that are before us unwillingly or willingly.

After all, we are all brothers and sisters. My partner has awakened me to a newer
sense of loving me and with others in a new way and vice versa. My partner taught me
that every human has a story and every life is precious.
During this awakening, we became more sensitive to and a recognition that we are all
one. We also recognized the importance love makes in this world and this love is a
catalyst that changes people. I ascended with more love being with my partner and I
know there will be more ascension experiences involving love to look forward to. Love
is all there ever was and love is all there is.

Awakened by Grief
On March 29, 2016, my world came harshly crumbling down. My partner suffered a
stroke. I spent eight hours at the hospital and I wanted a shower and to have a bite to
eat. The last words I heard was, “I love you and you are the best thing that has
happened to me.” I returned an hour later and what met me was my partner who was
non-responsive. My heart sank. The prognosis was bleak said the doctor. They could
cut half of his brain out but there was no guarantee the paralysis would disappear and
my partner could still end up drooling in a care facility. I had two tough decisions to
make and one was to let my partner go and the second was to sign an order not to
resuscitate.
The next day there was a feeling of agitation in the room (I felt this with other
crossovers as well.) as my partner’s crossover was imminent and this was another
birthing process to the other side. After the crossover, there was such peace in the
room. This turned out to be the most painful event on my journey. When we die we do
ascend – we have no choice? An ascension out of the body? However, it all depends
on your beliefs.
I was about to embark on my own spiritual birthing process unknown to me at that time.
Many said time heals all wounds. I did not want to hear this and I wanted to scream at
them. Only two friends said, “I am here for you, I don’t know what you are going
through. If you want to talk I am here.” Understanding and compassion were
shown. Two people stayed by my side constantly and still do.
They are both beings of light sent to my darkness which I had found myself in. I had to
put my 3 cats up for adoption and one I had to put to sleep because of health
issues. She was my soul cat and again, more lost.
I lost my house. This has taught me that losses are not permanent. People departed
and pets are always with you in spirit and material things can be replaced. If we listen
to signs Spirit is giving us or leading us to a breadcrumb trail then the caring and the
sense of being of being taken care of is felt.
After two years a switch went off within me and I felt lighter than I had ever felt. I knew

the grief had lifted and when I looked back, it had been almost two years of the dark
night of the soul. I had grown and I can think of my partner with a smile and soon we
will be reunited. I lost 11 friends and my sister in the two and a half year since my
partner passed.
I miss my partner terribly, also, my friends and my sister. Grief has awakened me on
this journey and when I look back on every experience, every event, no matter what the
circumstances are, there will always be a spider web of awakening and an ascension to
behold. I now feel joy in my heart. I enjoy life again. I came to know that Grief is a gift
and that my partner’s death was also a gift to me. I was awakened by grief.
I have evolved Spiritually and there is a Spiritual maturity in my life. I knew I had also
ascended with love knowing my partner was with me all along. When we awaken only
then will we ascend. Below is a poem I wrote titled, “Grief is a gift” and another, “I felt
your touch.”

Grief is a gift
There is a heart in heart connection.
Please grab onto my soul and don’t let’s go.
Forever I ask from you to stay all the while by my side.
My essence flies with a flutter from you.
We are going on a sojourn of memories when you were walking the earth.
But there is a time when the sky expresses my tears.
And I’m comforted by the cradle of love.
Rocking me into reality.
You left my spirit shattered.
I was a lost sheep wandering aimlessly.
Separation justified my heartache.
Painting itself into my world.
Nothing can stop this journey.
I was so in love.
Our lives burning in the essence,
Of the flame,
We started so long ago.
By the moon’s charming ways.
We were captivated by the pull that lulled our adventure to be together.
Sorrow is a bridge I traveled upon.
And with time the sunshine made itself present.
The tears dried up and replaced with fondness and with a smile.
But there was light through the darkness.
And again, I walk the road of happiness.
Although the ache in my heart remains,
And softly beats of missing you.
I realize then that Grief had become a gift.

This is another poem I wrote 2 days after my partner’s death
I felt your touch
I felt your touch upon my face.
A hand that is no more.
It was only goosebumps from the other side.
You were the half of my heart that made me whole.
A sanctuary upon a sanctuary, a sanctuary of Eden
As I sensed you in my garden.
My haven you are welcome to visit.
Trying to tell me what it was like in the afterlife.
But secrets kept between us – never – except for this one.
And they keep moving the moon around me all night.
I felt your touch upon my face.
A hand that is no more.
It was only goosebumps from the other side.
Our souls were twined in a mysterious way, a magical way.
Something unique, something to cherish.
I’ve cried all my dry tears and now they tumble wet.
I’m so tired of crying tears of memories.
As I write you a song scribbled on my essence.
One of sorrow, one of pain.
Missing the lips, I kissed goodnight.
And the misery of my soul is where I am lost.
I felt your touch upon my face.
A hand that is no more.
It was only goosebumps from the other side.
The flame still flickers in my heart for my turn to go home.
To frolic in the ether of a new beginning with you.
I fervently wait for this day.
It can’t come soon enough.
The day is unknown to me, another well-kept secret.
Like twinkling stars that are out of reach.
As I also see the twinkling of your life that you had here on earth.
All that matters is when you touch my soul.
As I die a little bit more inside.
I felt your touch upon my face.
A hand that is no more.
It was only goosebumps from the other side.
Copyright Joseph Parent

You can read more of Joseph's poetry on his Website...
https://seeingthewhisper.wordpress.com

Jan Beek... Vibrancy after the Awakening
Awakening to the coming of death
Is a True Awakening experience.
Much as I love the colors of autumn,
I realize these leaves are on their way out.
The vibrancy of fall leaves
Reminds me of the sudden, unexpected
Alertness of both my parents
Just before they left this earth.
Dad was unable to speak,
But his face shone and a tear
Trickled down his cheek as
He blinked in response to my question.
He squeezed my hand and blinked
When I asked him, “Will I see you
When I get to Heaven someday?”
That affirmation fills my heart always.
Mom was aware that she was breathing
Her last earthly breaths when she whispered,
“Go home. You have a big day tomorrow.
You need your rest. I am ready to go!”
Even though I tried to convince her
That it doesn’t work that way,
That God doesn’t take orders, and she
Can’t tell him, “Get my room ready!”
She knew. She was ready. And He better
Come now – – – and have that spot for her
Next to her beloved husband of 60 years
Ready for her heavenly occupancy.
Sure enough. I received a call saying
She had breathed her last breath
That night – and her True Awakening
Was in that room – ready and waiting.
Mom and Dad are as vibrant today
As the bright orange aspen in autumn.
The blink, the squeeze, and the last of
The Mother-Daughter instructions live on!

Go home! You have a big day tomorrow.
You need your rest, so be prepared.
Get the room ready… guests are coming.
And you must be prepared for their True Awakening!
Copyright Jan Beek

You can read more of Jan's poetry on her Website...
https://janbeek.wordpress.com

Kimberley Harding... The Awakening
We, of the chronological mind, see things in a linear format, as if time were a line.
We begin at birth, step to childhood, teenage years, adulthood and so on, with a clear,
straight progression to death. We picture this stepwise in our mind, each moment
linked to the next.
And, for many of us, we will apply the chronological mind to our state of awakening,
never understanding awakening does not occur in a line.
Awakening is an opening unfoldment of each moment existing within, beside, between,
before and after the next. We do not march stepwise to our awakening, but rather
come to the awareness that each moment contains the totality of All. No destination
exists before us of which we must arrive “on time”. We are here and we are now and in
that existence, we come to know All.
Awakening is the unfoldment of our own understanding of the multi-dimensionality in
All, including us.
Copyright Kimberley Harding

You can read more of Kemberly's poetry on her Website...
https://kimberlyharding.wordpress.com

Barbara Franken... Choosing to Awaken & Ascend the Human
Experience this Lifetime
I always knew that I would live two incarnations in this lifetime… how this would happen
remained unknown for a long time. Even though the Human part of me was waking up
to the bigger picture, it was many years later, my consciousness slowly expanding that
I understood the magnitude of possibilities that are available for each person to choose
to experience in this lifetime.
I remember in the early 90’s clearly choosing to follow a new excitement I felt within… a
new way of living from my heart… in harmony and unity… instead of from my limited,
robotic and dualistic mind. I consciously chose to change moment by moment; like
playing a chess game… replacing old relationships, jobs and hobbies… everything that
no longer felt good… with my new best friend (my Divine Self), new friends, passions
and joyful ways of being.
About 5 years ago I began to feel my physical body changing. This had been brought
about by my new way of being and being open to receive my light and allowing it to
absorb my physical body/mind, changing it from a carbon based make-up and biology
to one of crystalline.
AND it is still going on… the more light I receive, by consciously keeping my vibration
high with loving, joyful feelings… my body ‘more easily’ transmutes.
IAM patient and IAM aware of how each cell changes.
My body needs different foods, more walks in nature, much more fresh water and
loving people around me.
I still feel uncomfortable at times, itchy dry skin, headaches, tiredness, feeling hot or
cold AND irritable. I try and embrace all my darkness that continues to surface from
deep depths, never ending at times and I can lose the plot… AND then I remember to
find the humour in it all and embrace this old Human aspect that only wants to be
released. I also apologise to Tom who gets the brunt of my tongue on occasions.
The intensity of the light these last 2 years has been trying to say the least… but it has
brought me more into the now moment, for me to fully observe this last part of my
transformation. Yes it remains so exciting to experience being ‘the love’ and observe
how my Divine Self is taking me into a new adventure… beyond everything known.
Looking back, I can see how my initial Awakening was the beginning of a l–o–n–g
Ascension process preparing me to incarnate aNEW on the physical plane. It has not
been an instantaneous happening… a wave of a magic wand. My transformation is
happening according to how I, Barbara the Human… allows my awareness or
consciousness to bring me into a new form of harmonious experience… or not!

Everything is about choosing how I want to live
The more I have embraced my own sovereign and loving essence, put myself first in a
self-full way, loved ‘all of myself’; my darkness and my light and allowed myself to relax,
enjoy, play, laugh and be… I experience harmony and glimpse my new MultiDimensional experience of NewEarth.
The more I have denied my unique and powerful self and relied/believed others and
their truths, I have become fearful, judgmental and doubt myself, imprisoning myself in
a dualistic and suffering reality.
IAM being the change that is birthing a harmonious NewEarth within and feel
passionate about sharing my experience of transformation with others who are ready to
open up to the something more in themself and life. To transcend their Human
experience and embody who they truly!
Copyright Barbara Franken

You can read more of Barbara's writing on her Website...
http://memymagnificentself.com/

Ka Malana... Bringing in the Calm
How can I feed this moment with what it needs?
,
numerous deep breaths answer…
,
the steady gift of,
deliberate
airway transformation
.
Healing sounds tone
,
a singing voice illuminates:
you are safe, you are peaceful,
you are calm.
your true nature shines free with the complete
view that all is now magic, laced in the fabric
of gentle thoughts, easy movements
fabric woven into a soft, multi-dimensioned
tapestry where you can surround yourself in
the cushioned condition of reflection
,
timelessly recreating a reality within the vision
of peace.
Copyright Ka Malana

You can read more of Ka's writing on her Website...
https://fiestaestrellas.com

Tomas Qubeck... My Awakening
This article is about the time that I first became aware of all that we take to be ‘the
world’ is not what we think it is. It was in 1966 and I was a 16-year-old who had hitchhiked to Istanbul from Trieste, Italy where I lived at that time.
Asking around for a good place to spend some nights I was directed to Hotel Gülhane,
the cheap hotel in which back-packers from around the world congregated. It was
summer and the cheapest and coolest places were on the hotel roof in the open air.
Hitch-hikers and globe-trotters from many different countries were there to enjoy the
laid-back Turkish culture, the good food and cozy cafes in the Casbah. One could pay
for lodging, eat and drink for about one US dollar in those days. The main past-time for
most of these tourists was to enjoy some hashish (this was before the introduction of
stricter drug laws) and then see where their feet would take them.
After becoming acclimated to this scenario and after a few days of just letting myself be
drawn into the narrow streets and the labyrinths of the old Turkish city, I met an AfricanAmerican former GI from Georgia. This man sat on his bed in his small room in the
hotel with doors and windows open, playing records on one of those little Phillips
record-players with the detachable loudspeaker, playing rock music and smoking
hashish.
At one point I was ready and he, having been observing me since I had arrived, then
offered me to smoke with him. The smoke may have been very strong or perhaps
because it was my first time I was suddenly catapulted into the world under the
influence of psychoactive substances. My clearest memory is that all of the sudden I
and the world were not two but rather I was “embedded” in the world, as part of it. I was
sitting on the floor of his room like a part of the building. Everything was as alive as I
was. Speaking from my current understanding this was the experience of there being
only the Subject and there was no object as an opposite. Supported by Jimi Hendrix’
song “Are You Experienced” blaring from the tiny record player I did experience
everything I saw in this fundamentally new quality. It is even possible to say that there
was no ‘experience’ at that point because there was no ‘experiencer’ separate from the
experience. That is perhaps why there is no memory of that occurrence as one would
remember a particular interaction with objects, but rather there was a very deep level of
understanding activated in me that cannot be shared with anyone, because in that ‘nostate state’ there is no one else to share anything with. As Nisargadatta loves to say:
“You alone are.”
For the next few days after the effect of the substance had worn off, I found myself
sitting a lot of the time either in a café or a mosque or on a park bench just letting the
impressions of that ‘experience’ sink in. That is what I can say about my first
experience of ‘waking up’ from the trance and self-hypnosis we are conditioned into
from the earliest age through society.

“The conscious and intelligent manipulation of the organized habits and
opinions of the masses is an important element in democratic society. Those
who manipulate this unseen mechanism of society constitute an invisible
government which is the true ruling power of our country. We are governed, our
minds are molded, our tastes formed, our ideas suggested, largely by men we
have never heard of.”
Edward Bernays aka “The Father of Public Relations” [Propaganda, PG. 37, 1928]
That experience in the room of Hotel Gülhane kept calling me to question our normal
way of consciousness, which I than began to study and engage in discussions about.
How is it that we project our beliefs onto the world such that we no longer recognize the
primordial Reality behind these projections? Can deeper understanding of how
consciousness works enable us to ‘see through’ the veil that is like a blindfold, all but
obliterating a direct perception of that ground of consciousness?
My experience, after partaking of this mind-altering substance, demonstrated to me that
there is “something else” happening here than I had been taught in school. I wanted to
find out how to experience life in this way, free of the filters that distorted my perception
– without the use of any substance but purely using my own mind. Questions like
these have fueled my inquiry into the nature of consciousness and the mechanisms of
bondage for the last fifty-two years.
Now, after decades of disciplined and also often eclectic exploration of many of the
main wisdom teachings of the ancients and of the present, I have come to an
understanding of the bottom line in all of these: thoughts will never lead you out of
thoughts. When this understanding is clear and strong, thought subsides and all
cravings for ‘outside’ stimuli lose their grip on me. It is one of the most difficult
disciplines to just remain as “I am”, as beingness, without needing to further define
myself. When I am able to stay alert to this state when it arises, there is immense
spaciousness and peace of mind.
In my experience it is not a state that can be ‘dialed in to’ by using a certain procedure
or series of steps. All ‘paths’ end up being like the raft that carried me to the other side
of the stream and that I must let go of in order to step out into the new land. I am now in
the practice of allowing all parts of me (all sense organs, my limbs, my mouth, my ears,
my mind, my deeper intuition etc. etc.) to move as they will while not leaving stillness
behind, as Lao Tzu asks us to do in the Taoteching. This requires that I be alert enough
to allow stillness (our original state) come to my full awareness once it arises.
So on the one hand there is nothing I can do with my mind, etc. to attempt to ‘create’
the no-state-state of Emptiness since every movement of my entire psycho-somatic
organism is creating more agitation in the field of human consciousness. On the other
hand there is a certain effort involved in “wu-wei” – the movement of no movement, or,
to just “let it be”. We are then advised to refrain from any intention to ‘achieve’ anything,
as that intent will muddy the waters of our consciousness. How to refrain from having
any intent whatsoever and yet not be drawn into the abyss of nihilism? That is where

the rubber meets the road for those who have an interest in breaking free from the
bondage of conditioned consciousness into the pure land of the Buddha mind.
This being said, the ancients then go on to give us steps that we can take and practices
that will lead us to this goal:
Krishnamurti:
It was there, and what was started as meditation, ended. Of what significance is
meditation when reality is there! It was not meditation that brought reality into being,
nothing can bring it into being; it was there in spite of meditation but what was
necessary was a very sensitive, alert brain which had stopped entirely, willingly
and easily, its chatter of reason and non-reason. It had become very quiet, seeing and
listening without interpreting, without classifying; it was quiet and there was no entity or
necessity to make it quiet. The brain was very still and very alive.
Ramana:
Guru Vacaka Kovai 175: The only worthy occupation is to thoroughly absorb the ego by
turning Selfward and, without allowing it to rise, to thus abide quietly, like a waveless
ocean, in Self-Knowledge, having annihilated the delusive mind-ghost, which had been
wandering about unobstructed.
Zen Master Linji:
You haven’t yet gotten down to the practice of breathing, taking steps in mindfulness,
recognizing your mental formations and liberating yourself from them.
Eight means of Enlightenment – Zen Master Dogen:
1. be free from desire
2. be satisfied
3. be tranquil
4. be diligent
5. remember the teachings
6. meditate
7. practice wisdom
8. avoid pointless talk
Copyright Tomas

You can read more of Tomas's writing on his Website...
https://newearthpulse.wordpress.com

Gina... Places in my Heart - The Path
walking a path takes discipline, of mind
knowing what we leave behind, we may never again see
not knowing what we will find ahead of us, is scary
yet we follow the path dutifully, why?
because someone walked it, before us
and dropped their thoughts, along the way
little directional pebbles
my mother once said
when we take a path for the first time
it will feel longer than when we take it the second,
or then on
there are spirits that inquire, with your soul
they need to know your purpose,
to give you safe passage,
walking my path,
spirits find me, but no questions are asked
just a brush of air, peeling one petal
of despair, each time I am stopped
my journey seems as long as the first, second
and then on
Copyright Gina

Be not afeard. The isle is full of noises. Sounds, and sweet airs
that give delight, and hurt not – The Tempest, Shakespeare
You can read more of Gina's poetry on her Website...
https://newearthpulse.wordpress.com

CW... My Awakening Journey
This year was another milestone in life. I have officially graduated from university and
landed myself in my dream job in the desired industry. I reflected on anything and
everything, significantly on my achievements and my mistakes.
Human Relationship
Human relationship was something I treasured and craved for in the past. I love being
around people and I was always the one who initiated meet ups or outings. There were
much vivid memories of me spending time to have late night chats with friends.
I was always nice to people but to the younger me, it would have been fake if I said I
did not expect the same back. I recalled, often I felt hurt at people’s decisions of
wanting to cut ties. People around me seemed to leave without any tinge of hesitation.
Those moments were upsetting and was something that I could not comprehend. I
remembered looking for an answer at times but obviously there was not any.
“The only thing that is constant is change.” – Heraclitus
As I grew older, things have changed tremendously. It was no longer that easy to meet
up with people, talk to people and the late-night chats that I love became lesser and
lesser. Denial was something I encountered. I struggled to accept changes which
eventually as I grew older, it was something I had to learn to accept. It took me awhile
to learn that it is never about the quantity but quality.
I questioned the point of having so many acquaintances but during my down times,
who will be there to listen to me? I could also easily link it to a concept I used to have. I
wanted to live longer if I could, to be a centenarian, to flaunt this achievement of living
long. But was I able to tell people at that point of time that I have lived my life to the
fullest? In my hesitation, I guess I found my own answer.
“It is not length of life, but depth of life.” -Ralph Waldo Emerson
In my job, people share with me all sort of stories. Some make you feel touched
because you feel the sincerity and love one could give to another and that is the purest
asset one can have in life. On the other hand, you see the ugliest side of human, the
hurt; pain and regrets people have experienced, which shape them to be who they are
today.
The expectations in society often cause us to forget that we are just humans and
mistakes are part of being human. The more we want, the more we chase and when
we fall, we sink deep right in. Many times, we forget how to pick ourselves up. It was

also at the point of time when I felt, relationship with humans was something I will like
to protect.
“Take chances, make mistakes. That’s how you grow. Pain nourishes your
courage. You have to fail in order to practice being brave.” – Mary Tyler Moore
In these years, I have lost and gained. Some people left while the others remain. I
stopped chasing for people who do not reciprocate even after much attempts. I stopped
being the person who tried hard to please everyone and to keep everyone in my life
because I know deep in my heart, some people come as blessings whereas the others
are life lessons.
“In every end, there is also a beginning.” – Libba Bray
That step to make this decision was not easy, but it was like an open door to me. I felt
free. I constantly remind myself to live my life to the fullest each day, so I will not have
any regrets if I were going to leave tomorrow. Today, I still stick to my values and
principles of always being kind to people, regardless of any differences. I am on my
way to do my little part for the society and I am proud of making that small difference.
“Not all of us can do great things. But we can do small things with great love.” –
Mother Teresa
Each of our life, is our awakening journey. Self-realization, acceptance and learning to
embrace who you are, are just the parts and parcels of it. We never stop learning and
we pay the price of each decisions that we make. My very own journey led me to
various paths, allowing me to be a different person than I was before. I strongly believe
our insignificant bits made significance to our lives and it is beautiful and perfect just
like that.
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Balroop Singh... True Awakening
Wake up, nudged my muse
I grimaced,
And immersed myself
Deeper into the sea of
Self-judgment and censure
Self-scorn and regret
Abyss of anguish threatened
Torrential tears of rue throttled
Chaotic thoughts clamored
Till awakening dawned
Till I could hear the whispery
Anecdotes of my muse
To soothe my splitting headaches
Tales of fortified resilience
Through turrets of time
I could watch the remnants,
The fragrance that lingers
The glory that hangs around me
Velvety memories float,
Silvery sky beckons me
A glow shimmers through clouds
Speaking syllables of commiseration
Awakening angel descends
To shower life-lessons…
Life is more than dwelling in sorrow
Let it flow with finesse.
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Brooke... The Art of Letting Go
The most dramatic changes I have experienced during my spiritual journey during the
past seven years involved letting go. This process of letting go forced me to give up
my past expectations, and the familiar patterns to become the person I am today.
My life began as child moving from relative to relative until I was eight years old. When
I finally united with my parents, I was sexually, physically, and emotionally
abused. During most of my childhood, I suffered post traumatic stress disorder,
depression, and anxiety. As a young adult, I wanted to end my life many times.
I began psychotherapy in college as I was involved with men who physically, sexually
and emotionally abused and assaulted me that was similar to my family dynamic. I
realized then that something was terribly wrong in my life.
In March, 2011, my Kundalini energy rose during a meditation session that caused utter
chaos and confusion in my life as I never heard of Kundalini and was not particularly
spiritual or religious. Thus, began my spiritual journey that transformed my life and soul
path. I left my career to work with college students who have experienced sexual
assault, domestic/dating violence, stalking, and sexual harassment. I left my marriage
that was not serving or understood my higher path and calling.
When I arrived at these colleges to work with college students, dramatic shifts began to
take place there. Suddenly, Presidents were fired, Vice Presidents left, and high level
administrators were terminated. In all these situations, I had no authority to remove or
terminate them, but events began to occur around me and around the work I was
doing.
Now, I am evolving to a third phase of my transformation in my life and soul path. I
have been told that I am coming to the end of the second phase of my evolution. It is
now time for me to share my professional and spiritual knowledge as I will assume the
role of teacher/educator, and pass the direct service work with college students to the
next generation. However, in order for me to evolve to this third phase, I must continue
to let go.
This is how I accomplish letting go:
1. Set the intention that you want to evolve and move forward to the next phase of
your life and soul path.
2. Fear will begin to surface, and you may vacillate in your decision to move
forward.

3. Begin to change expectations that are old patterns. These expectations involve
what you expect of yourself and others around you.
4. Begin to let go of control and expectations of outcome, and allow the Infinite to
guide you. Everything will turn out exactly as it is intended and best for you.
5. As you proceed in this letting go, fear will repeatedly speak to you through your
ego. You may hear that you will fail, it is too risky, and you have no guarantees.
This will soon pass. Work through these fears by using Observing Ego Practice,
an exercise that I use and share on my blog, Awakening Journey.
6. Begin to change your behavior by actively preparing and moving toward your
new intentions and ventures. Since I want to teach and educate others, I am
seeking opportunities in this area and working very hard everyday toward this.
7. Genuinely accept yourself and those things that you cannot control.
8. Imagine in your mind of being successful in this new venture or life and feeling
accomplished and happy. This will help you manifest this new future. Finally,
live this life you have imagined.
May you let go of old patterns and evolve to the soul that you are meant to be.
Copyright 2018 Awakening Journey with All Rights Reserved
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Leigh... Somethings Calling?
I’ve been sporadically contemplating “What’s next?”.
The question crops up periodically as I’ve been tired of this healing thing for a long time
and ready to move forward. But to what?
It’s not that I hang around constantly fretting over the future. But this whole journey
started as a way for me to learn not only to live a happier life but to find a career path
that felt like me after a lifetime of trying to please everyone else. I rarely liked the
choices made for others and I’d lost any sense of who I was and what I wanted to do.
So I do have an interest in moving forward.
I’ve joked many times, if I’d realized at the beginning the journey would lead me into so
many deep hollows and twisty byways I probably wouldn’t have started. Along the way,
the spiritual tools my early mentors handed me wound up adding spirituality to the
journey; I admit it was not part of my original quest. The spiritual side leaves me aware
there’s a flow and life is easier when you connect with it. And I keep getting glimpses —
“knowing”– or flashes of insight about where the current is heading, so I’m trying to
interpret and understand.
Called to Teach?
Early on writing felt like my calling and I spent a long time working on unlocking my
inner writer. Something I did easily and naturally as a child and teenager eluded me.
While I pursued the idea of writing fiction, various prescient teachers intertwined with
insightful flashes of my own to suggest a different path.
In the mid-90’s, several of my spiritual teachers started dogging me about how they
knew I’m a leader and here to teach. A couple of them bugged me periodically about
getting out there and teaching. I could sense the core of truth in their reading of me but
also had no idea what to teach nor, as it turned out, how to teach.
Eventually I decided that maybe teaching through my writing answered the calling, got
help creating a web site and started posting “Tips for the Spiritual Journey”. Which was
fun to write but led nowhere, to no audience…
Called to Journey for Peace
Moving ahead to the mid -aughts, a friend with awesome right listening skills gently
probed with ever more deepening questions until I realized I felt called to work for
peace. Some time later my “Journey to Peace” class was formulated. I’d also been
trying to teach some right speech classes.
Many of the people who took the classes said they got a lot out of it but I rarely drew

more than 1-3 at a time. It took several years to learn enough about the rhythm and
flow of teaching to structure the classes with a good mix of lecture and practice. But the
classes were costing me more often than they made any money and I was reaching so
few people it seemed pointless.*
In the meantime I’d developed my movement classes — which began purely as an aid
to my own muscle issues — and taught yoga and my own movement stuff to the same
pitiful results. The efforts reached a point where almost simultaneously the unwinding
muscles in my head reached a debilitating pinnacle and I threw in the towel on teaching
classes.
Somewhere in the midst of that, I wound up guided to start this blog and thought
perhaps it was my teaching path. And then when I collected a crowd of lovely folks who
already know what I’m teaching but didn’t seem to reach anyone else, I gave up
thinking of the blog as the conduit for teaching.
Ahead of the curve
Several years ago I had a breakthrough three-hour session with local healer Osunnike.
One of the most profound moments I didn’t completely understand at the time, except
that it was key and I’ve kept coming back to it.
In my memory she actually stopped for a moment when she picked up on this piece but
it may have just felt so important to me that I ceased noticing her ongoing healing.
Suddenly she started telling me she could see how far ahead of the curve I am on a lot
of things and how hard it is for me to be trying to get it out there when most people
don’t understand my message. She sensed great loneliness and sadness that few were
understanding what I could see clearly. And she told me the day was coming when
people would be ready to hear me.
At the time I was working on getting my movement classes out there and feeling this
area wasn’t ready for it, so I asked if that was what she meant. She said it was only a
part of it; there were many ways in which my teaching at the time was ahead of general
understanding. I wasn’t sure I understood, partly because calling myself “ahead of the
curve” sounded arrogant or beyond where I could see myself at the time.
When I wrote about the experience I didn’t say much about that piece of it because I
needed time to let it sink in and to understand it better. Lately, as the muscles blocking
my third eye have been opening, I’m getting more flashes of “knowing” and moments of
sudden insight.
Among the insights I’ve been sensing: (1) the bigger part of what Osunnike meant
referred to my efforts on what it takes to move toward peace; and (2) my writing here
about peace and some of the things I’ve been trying to say about women in my
women’s issues series will soon be understood and this long spell of feeling like an
unheard failure will be over.

Near the time of these insights, I spoke to fellow blogger Linda, of litebeing chronicles
and she mentioned my writings on peace. She told me she follows lots of blogs on
spiritual topics but nowhere else did she see a discussion of peace quite like mine. And
she encouraged me to writing about it. It dovetailed with my growing sense of being
“out there” in what I’m saying. But I could also see if I keep on writing then when people
are ready to hear this, a big body of work will already be there for them.
All of this has me contemplating the blog again and ruminating on peace and what we
can do from here. I’m seeing this as fulfilling the teaching path so many mentors
foresaw long ago. And connecting Osunnike’s insights to the “leader” part of their
insights. The threads of teaching and writing joining the thread of thinking ahead of the
curve…
Right now I’m just still moving through the last stage of the healing journey. Impatient,
obviously. But I like the sense of direction as I flow toward the next phase. Maybe the
exact place I’ve been meant to head all along?
*A few students have told me the class affected them deeply and continues to be an
impact so I also reflect on the possibility those few were the only ones I was meant to
teach at the time…
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Tania Marie... My Awakening Journey

It is from the Forest Portal that I now begin again and write about where I Am now...
I don’t speak that often about what led to our full-time living in our Magick Bus RV, but
in a nutshell it has to do exactly with what Barbara’s theme of this blog series is about.
Life as we’d known it was empty, or rather, had no where else to go in the vein that we
were. And for me, personally, life as I’d known it until then had come to closure and
truly if it weren’t for that adventure we jumped with full trust into, and for a sweet special
needs bunny named, Cosmo, I wouldn’t still be here.
I like to say they both saved me and choosing to see where things would lead, saw me
to where I am now. This all hit me very fast during the year after we returned from an
immersion in Alaska, where everything I knew about myself shattered and washed
clear away. After that trip, I spent the full year before our RV adventure, in deep
reflection and received many messages, dream visitations, and signs that I had the
option to stay or return back to the Cosmos from which I came. This, simply through a
soul release.
It may sound dark or ominous, but I assure you it was in full peace and clear
confirmation of contracts complete over the ages. (I am smiling as the clock says 11:11
as I wrote that).
I reviewed and I delved, and the choice weighed heavily on my heart. In the end, I
chose to explore a new possibility, to be open to potentials that might recreate things
for me here on Earth, and to see if any of it called enough to my heart to make me want
to stay. And off on the Magick Bus we went.
During that time I immersed fully into Nature and loved every rich moment of it, as I
sank my teeth deeper into the marrow of what life truly is about here. I came to know
myself in a way that I hadn’t yet, free of definitions and all titles or roles preceding
lifetimes had cast me in.
And most importantly I found my own elixir of life that was rooted in merging Earth and
Cosmos and bringing these aspects of myself into harmony. I grounded and embodied
more than I ever had, but I also brought through the physical, the most Cosmic part of
myself that I ever had. A new dance began where each became blurred and natural
alchemy was at work.
Ultimately, I melted into peace and my rabbit companions reminded me what was most
important to me by expanding my heart tenfold – think the Grinch in that scene where
his heart grows three sizes and he comes to know the true meaning of Christmas – in
my case, I discovered my true meaning of being.
Perhaps some of you have experienced your own version of renewal, rebirth, a walk-in,
or a whole new incarnation. I believe Barbara mentioned in her share feeling she would
live two incarnations in her life and that a new way of living from her heart in harmony

would emerge. Although I didn’t have that same thought, I resonate and mirror her
feelings and now am experiencing the new embodiment of what this is like.
The me that I knew literally died one day on a river and who emerged from those
waters and the thick of the wild, was someone altogether new – although the most
familiar and most me.
Since then that “most me” has been emerging like a snake from its skin…a caterpillar
from its cocoon…and it’s so fresh and freeing – full of any and all multi-possibilities.
In reflection, not only have I been having so many dreams of me birthing, but snake
dreams and physical encounters with them have been prolific – in fact just last night a
giant blue snake was gently moving all around me.
And this is where what some call “ascension” comes to mean, for me,
liberation…expansion…a return to natural harmony…remembrance of my song.
It’s not a ladder of growth or a measurement of higher or better, but rather feels like
multi-dimensional rooms to a Cosmic mansion folding in on itself over and over and
then emerging over and over, creating a tapestry of inter-connected limitlessness, with
me at the core of that tapestry.
Or simply put, it’s Cosmic love flowing through my heart’s creative expression.
What this looks and feels like for me now has involved complete dropping away of all
that I’ve known, which included walking away from the work I have been doing up until
now in order to follow what inspires me the most – surrendering to my heart’s greatest
joy alone and knowing that is the best gift and natural extension of what I have to share
with the collective (in fact I’ve dropped the word “service” as it carries for me the seeds
of enslavement unconsciously within our DNA) – living from a place of harmony,
balance, and surrender – trusting every step of the way without need to know anything
and not looking to others for answers – and choosing every moment from love and
what invigorates my heart the most.
In the physical sense, it led us back to our beloved home in Lake Tahoe, which at this
time in our lives feels most nurturing for all that we are birthing. It’s renewed my
relationship with Nature in a deeper way than ever. It’s surrounded me with everything I
love and that mirrors the child within. It’s reminded me of what is most important to me
and brought me full circle to my love for rabbits and how they are my everything. It
brought my new magick rabbit, Astrid, into my life. It’s inspired a story to write that
began with the Magick Bus journey – the book I’m working on and feels to be my baby
birthing from this new life springing forth from within. And it’s seeded a new tree of life
from my core, full of creative visions yet to come.
I have no attachment to how things need to unfold. I just keep following my heart’s
guidance and know it will always steer me harmoniously.

I have no fear of physical death since it has no meaning to the limitless me other than a
creative process. I live as fully as possible every day and keep deepening in gratitude
and invigoration of what this Earth experience has to offer. It is but a blip in our multidimensionality and yet it can be lived as a work of art if we choose to experience it that
way.
I live from a more multi-dimensional experience and bring through all parts of me to
engage life, as well as open to as many possibilities without fixating on any one thing.
I let things flow through me from all parts of experience when they come up and then I
watch them dissipate back into their color on the canvas I’m painting.
I walk in a realm where potential is fertile, hope fuels my wings, belief is my fertilizer,
creativity lights the way, and peace is my companion. I don’t see sides…I only see
experience unfolding like Nature’s seasons and cycles within the Great Mystery.
To some I may seem naive or The Fool. I’ve always had a thing for The Fool in Tarot.
Depends on your perspective, doesn’t it?
And yet this is all both very new and yet like “a remembering” all at once.
So it’s somewhat like beginning again, learning along the way with only “doing” as my
guide, exploring the possibilities, and feeling mystified by every encounter and
experience as if it’s the first.
I am not yet the butterfly, but rather feel like the cocoon has just opened a small hole at
its end where light is gently streaming upon my stirring head, my eyes slowly opening
for the first time, and I’m feeling the miracle and excitement of this new form I find
myself in.
Golden embryonic fluid, warmed by that light, is beginning to drip away.
And all possibilities are open to me
Copyright Tania Marie
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Wendy Gillissen... Awakening & Ascension
Awakening
What is awakening? When we talk about awakening, I take it to mean awakening to our
true selves, our higher Selves. This encompasses so much more than the personality
of this lifetime alone. In my experience, it encompasses the entire range of our past,
present and future lives, the total, complex and wonderful multi-coloured fabric of our
multi-faceted, Multidimensional Being.
Ascension
So when we talk about the awakening, the Ascension process, what does this mean in
the context of our whole Self, our multi-faceted Selves? What does it mean in terms of
our experience of who we are, what we are, and how we experience the world around
us? To me, it all comes around to healing ourselves, all of our selves so we can
manifest the whole of our wonderful, loving, radiant, peaceful, wise true Being on this
Earth in this lifetime.
Healing
Healing is a process that is occurring all over the world right now. It doesn’t always look
like it; both on an individual and a collective level. Old wounds and unhealed hurts are
brought to light, in the world at large and in our personal lives. All the darkness that has
accumulated over the centuries is being brought to the surface of consciousness and
awareness to be acknowledged and healed. I see what is occurring collectively, in the
world as a mirror image of what is going on in our individual lives and healing
processes.
Darkness and light
In this healing process, that is vital and central to our awakening, everything that was
hidden is brought to the surface. Everything. All the pain, the ugliness, the deception,
the distortions we encountered in our human existence. That is no small feat. We as
human beings have been wounded, abused, manipulated, tricked for centuries – and
have been caught in the strife for resources, power, and personal gain, tricking and
fighting for our survival ourselves – we have forgotten who we are for a long time.
Personal
The Awakening and Ascension process is collective, but at the same time very
personal. It can mean many things to many people, depending on their personal goals
for this lifetime. In my own personal experience, it means healing all the wounds of the
past, in this lifetime and many others, to be able to manifest and express the wisdom I
have gained in the whole of all my lifetimes – and bring them out into the open.

The Good, the Bad and the Magnificent
We are not only our current self but also our whole Multidimensional Self and all our
lives and existences. This means that many of us not only need to clear the painful
wounds of the past and our past selves, but that we can also enjoy the gifts that our
existence as beings who have many lives have to offer.
Healing – and gaining so much more
When we heal the wounds of our past selves, the ones we are confronted with in this
life because they resonate with who we are right now and want to accomplish, we gain
their wisdom, their experience, their qualities, and the loving bonds they have with our
soul mates in all shapes and sizes, in all times: past, present and future.
Soul lovers
For instance, when I heal a past life and sit down in meditation to do the work, both
past life regression and theta meditation, I am often pleasantly surprised by the
appearance of soul mates of that time that pop up to support me and say hello. Dogs
and cats of many shapes and sizes, children, past life lovers, even fairies and
elemental spirits – they come to me and I feel their love and support. I can heal a past
life in the Iron Age, go and do the dishes and be surprised by a visit from the spirit of a
large Irish Wolfhound in the hallway, gazing at me with loving eyes.
Loving spirits
We do not operate in a vacuum when we heal our multidimensional spirit – we are
constantly surrounded and sought out by lovers, friends, pets, kindred spirits
unencumbered by boundaries of space and time. The more we heal our selves, the
more we are open to their visits and their love – unconditional and boundless. Yes, the
awakening can be painful, it can be a lot of work – but it’s all worth it. Isn’t life
wonderful?
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Michael Mark... My Awakening Journey
My days are no longer numbered. That’s one thing I’ve noticed.
And I feel okay about being up this creek without a paddle. I’m even starting to think
whatever it is I don’t know is probably the best part, and always will be.
Today, I must confess, the full moon cracked me like a nut, and I wasn’t the only one.
For a while we were floundering. All of us. Working up a righteous indignation there in
the conference room.
Awakening is realizing Hafiz is there the whole time, standing just outside the frame
with his stopwatch and kazoo, counting down until real forgiveness strikes–that breath
that says, what’s all this about?
I admit, I inhaled.
The wounds we receive are never what they seem. Those are where the sweetness
resides. We tunnel through them into glory. Most of the time I’m ignorant of what’s
happening and I have to look back to see what it really meant. I have to dig down until I
strike the nectar of who we are.
Then I understand. I was thinking the whole episode meant something pretty good
while I was driving home, realizing I wouldn’t have it any other way, while overhead the
sky was splitting open into colors.
You realize at some point you have a secret inside you that you’ll probably never finish
telling. But it’s sure fun to try. I listened to a podcast last week by some philosophers
who were saying living forever wouldn’t actually be good, because we’d run out of new
experiences to try, and then we’d get bored. It would be best if we could control when
and how we died. Then we could maximize. I think that’s how I felt before I read Rumi,
before I cried alone in the forest, before I realized everyone has the same secret inside
of them and no clue how to tell it. Somewhere along the way you realize we’re already
endless, and that all these different faces we’re bumping into are the Answer to the
problem of eternity.
So can you really be awakened and have a day job?
Yes, of course.
In fact, that’s pretty much how it works. The ocean works all the time. The plants. The
microbes. The stars. We need breaks, of course. During one of them you swat a fly and
suddenly you realize: it’s all just being the thing you don’t know how to be. Now you
have perspective. It does get easier.

Underneath the continuous rant of dissatisfaction we call a world, there is always light
gathering. The world is a tree laden with ever-ripening fruit. It’s easy to say it’s
something else. Something stifling and hot. Something to be wary of, at least.
Get as wary as you’d like. It’s okay, the moon will come along and crack you open.
That’s what I learned…
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Sue Dreamwalker... Puzzle of Life - Final Pieces
When does our true awakening begin? Looking back over time, there was no flash of
inspiration, no NDE (Near Death Experience) that brought me to my awakened self.
There was no Light bulb moment where I got some mystical revelation.
Like most of us who wake up, it can be gradual process, it’s not until you look back at
the beauty of this orchestrated life, and see how one thing leads to another, and how
people you meet, places you go, all lead you on the path you are meant to be on. Then
you can look back and see how far you have come as all of those pieces of the puzzle
came together.
It shows you how childhood was the learning ground that set you on your emotional
journey of discovering yourself. I was lucky… I was guided and listened to my inner
promptings …. Many are not. And it shows me again and again how we should all
nurture our young children for they carry so much within their emotional bodies for the
rest of their lives which shape their thinking and perception of the world about them and
their own self-worth.
I don’t wish to repeat what I already shared in parts one and part two of Our Awakening
process, for they can be found in Barbara’s eBooks. But I can pin point a pivotal
turning point that allowed me to travel along my own pathway of discoveries. You know
how sometimes, you just know you are being guided, Well that is how this ‘Sign’
jumped up at me, when searching for job vacancies, the advert a Meditation Class just
JUMPED off the page.
The first of many signs.
And if I had not seen it, I am certain I would not now be on this path. When you begin to
wake up, to see how everything is connected you will see an escalation of ‘Signs’
Synchronicities, and you will start to notice numbers that keep repeating, and marvel at
how once you open your mind how connected and orchestrated this Universe really is.
Because we then begin to see how Thoughts are Energy.
Where am I now in my awakening experience? Some would say I am deeper down the
rabbit hole than ever before. And if I were to tell you of what I have discovered about
the world and it’s history along the way many wouldn’t believe me, so I won’t even try..
What is important is your own soul journey, and waking up to all You can be.
The pieces of my puzzle have been coming together all of my life. We experience how
the universal plan unfolds for all of us. And it’s only through our choices we live and
learn. We were given Free Will after all!
Our waking up is not an easy journey, it takes work. It can be a painful process, there
will be tears too. Painful memories which we think we have dealt with will often crop up

again when you least expect it as something triggers a deeper subconscious memory
deep within. Only recently at the beginning of the year, more digging deep I had to do,
as those childhood emotions of unworthiness I had thought dealt with surfaced yet
again. This time I looked at them not from my perspective, but I tried to look at
the reason why I kept hanging onto them.
So I revisited my childhood through my Mother’s perspective. And why she had
perhaps not been able to show me and one of my sisters as much affection as she did
my other three siblings. And I was able to extend more compassion out to her than
before. And this time around I truly believe I forgave her treatment of me. And I was
able to hold that inner child to reassure her she was loved by her Mother, but for what
ever reasons, her Mother found it hard to give of herself.
It takes courage to dig deep to bring those hidden wounds to the surface. They’re many
layers, and often many tears as raw wounds need to be dug out and exposed to the
light of day.
We have to Learn to forgive, and that is not just others, but we need learn to forgive
ourselves and the guilt we so easily pile upon ourselves. Sometimes we discover it’s
not just the guilt of this one life time. And after experiencing Past life Regression, I
learnt I was carrying many things over from one life into the next.
And so it has to be with you, I cannot tell you how to awake, I can only tell you that you
have to begin to trust a deeper ‘knowing’ Follow your intuition. Let go of old
programming that holds you trapped within this ‘Matrix’. And as you begin to let go of
the emotional baggage we carry around with us, you will also discover this world is not
all that we have been programmed to believe it is.
When you wake up you come to look at those who wound you in a different light, as
you try to fathom what lessons did we learn and where it shaped our paths to take a
different route.
Some of our biggest enemies maybe are our greatest friends. As they perhaps
agreed to be part of your wake-up call.
All was meant to be, as I tried to unpick those childhood feelings of unworthiness
which hung deep within.. And I would not then have learnt how to move blocked energy
or delve into past life regression. Or read the books on Self healing.
But to wake up, we don’t all need a spiritual path, we can come from ALL walks
of life, From vagrants on the street, to Doctors and Scientists. No one is higher
or lower. We have all come to Re-Remember who we Are as we raise our
vibration and learn that we are Energy Beings,inside our Human shells.
Each of us are on our own individual journey’s as we wake up to the world around us
and as we discover the Universe is far beyond what any imagination could visualise.

When you start digging deeper into searching for answers, you begin to uncover for
yourselves that you are ALL so much more that we have ever been led to believe.
We are Powerful Eternal Beings who have been held trapped within this dimension for
far too long. Held within our perpetual wheels of this merry-go-round. Now is the time to
break this cycle. As we let go once and for all of this material realm, as we raise our
vibration in love.
Waking up means you have to be prepared to step out of your box, and you have
to be prepared to be able to accept that which you find. For many things will take
you outside of your comfort zones. But you have to search to find yourself and
your own answers, for its your journey, your awakening.
We are all here to remember! That which we know, but which most of us forgot.
We raise our vibration Through Love.
To Love ourselves.
I learnt to let go of ALL of that which you think is important.
I Learnt to Let go of the past, the hurt, grief, guilt, judgement and open your heart
I learnt to live with what I have within my grasp right NOW.
We have to stop blaming the past, and try to stop worrying about the future
For the only Moment we live is in this moment of NOW.
And I learnt to embrace the peace and beauty in the minutest details from micro
flowers to ants.
You have to Learn to love that Inner Child again, Laugh, play, and enJOY.
And as you do, as you let go of thinking that this material world is all that matters
You shed the bonds that have kept us captive via our own ego’s and the deep
emotions we have held within us. A new sense of Freedom suddenly surrounds you.
We came back to remember, and when we do, when we really remember WHO it is we
are, No fear can stop us, for we are Eternal BE-ings of Light.

Solving the Puzzle is an ongoing process. We will never truly find all missing pieces, because we
are all of us creating new experiences as we grow and evolve.

You can read more of Sue's writing on her Website...
https://suedreamwalker.wordpress.com

Edith Boyer-Telmer... Awakening Experiences
I turned fifty this year. Now in many minds, trained in thinking pattern of the western
society, this is a number that for women is attached to a whole collection of stigmas
and concepts full of limitations.
Luckily I fell deeply in love with my physical body some years ago and it is responding
to this treatment with harvesting a strong health and well functioning immune system
from that mindset, so I can enjoy a very active lifestyle. But even more important, I
have so many new plans and strong new directions to go in my life, there is much more
to do for me before I can call myself old. So allow me to say it with the words of James
Broughton: “I’m happy to report that my inner child is still ageless.”
The last time I shared with you that in the year 2005, when I was asking for my calling
in life, I received the answer that it could not ever be found in Austria (my original birth
country) but in Guatemala, and that I courageously left home within ten month after
hearing the information, in order to give myself a new chance.
After spending time with studies of the local community, and the development of a
deeper understanding how to apply my abilities in this world, I went on to build a house.
Rental properties were very rare around here at that time and I needed a safe space to
get strong roots in the ground. After starting my healing work with clients and
establishing a new circle of friends, I thought that was the end of moving from space to
space and establishing new grounds for myself, but as so often – life had a different
plan.
Instead of finding a forever home, I looked up after twelve years of life in my little town,
and realized that it is no longer the right place to give me a healthy ground for my
holistic lifestyle. It was a long and in times very painful process to let go of the amazing
beauty I had created all around me over the years, the stability I had achieved and
wonderful friends that lived close by, but how ever uncomfortable it was, in order to be
true to myself I had to move. My beautiful house at Lake Atitlan is now for sale – in
case you are looking for a new home or holiday domicile in Guatemala, send me a
message please!
In the meantime it has payed off very well for me that I stood up for myself and stuck to
the clarity that another physical location is more fitting for my life right now. I feel very
well in my new home and this rental space does not only give my four dogs the
freedom to play every day in a big coffee field, but also me the chance to set up a
beautiful work space again – perfectly suiting for what I am sharing with my clients.
In the summer of 2017 I had another visit to Austria, in order to spend some personal
quality time with close friends and family members. That trip also included a very
complicated situation with my mother, who throughout my life always was the more
conflicting parent for me. The details of this story I shared in the article “My
Authentically Reflection Of What Compassion Means To Me“, please read it to

understand more of the following.
After coming back to Guatemala that year I very closely monitored my emotions about
the trip, and based on that decided that I probably will not go back for another decade.
The main reason was that I had the feeling there was not much more that can be done
to have a better relationship with my mother, and that it was time for me to let go of that
ideal. Funny enough, within only on year that feeling has so profoundly changed that I
now plan to go and see her again as soon as I can manage to make a quick trip. Inner
shifts and transformations in my mindset, that my experiences of the past 14 month
have allowed me, are reason enough to go to Vienna without any expectation or need
for a particular outcome. Also lets be honest and not forget what amazing cakes there
are waiting for me in the K&K bakeries of my original home town.
I will for sure let you know over time, what type of brand new experience this
emotionally entirely changed woman that I am today will be able to create! Allow me to
close the circle for today with this wonderful quote:
“There is no statute of limitations on starting over. Re-invent yourself every day.
Be the girl who walks barefoot and listens to the blues. Tomorrow, wear a trench
coat and speak fierce truths. Be a phoenix. Be ashes. Burn down. Resurrect. Let
go of the idea that you must always be who you have always been.”
Copyright Edith Boyer-Telmer

You can read more of Edith's writing on her Website...
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Dace... And the Journey Continues
Once you stop blaming everything and everyone around you for the way your life is
unfolding and start looking for answers inside yourself, you start noticing that answers
to your questions have always been right here.
It’s so easy to blame other people and circumstances about everything that is not going
right. It is so easy to look around for the reason we feel discomfort with the current
situation. It is also so easy to be pulled into feeling and thinking negative thoughts and
not seeing the reason why things happen the way they do.
You know the saying: If you can’t change the situation, change the way you feel about
it.
If you put an effort into finding positive in everything and everyone, you start noticing
that suddenly things resolve themselves. It is as simple as that. As soon as you stop
trying to control people and the existing situation and focus on how you feel about it by
replacing every negative thought with positive, things just align.
Life is not complicated, we make it complicated. We, humans, somehow manage to
complicate everything. We want to control Life and always feel better, always feel
comfortable, always blame others for bringing discomfort, blame circumstances for not
having access to things to live life the way we want.
So far my humble journey has brought me to an understanding that I alone am
responsible for my own happiness. My journey is not about creating awareness of
something great, infinite, mind-blowing. My journey is only my journey to get in touch
with me and find that great, infinite, mind-blowing love for myself and the world around
it.
It’s still true that everything that is happening to me and every person in my life is my
own doing as my choices are defined by how I feel about myself and the world around.
Everything I perceive to be true is still defined by my beliefs. Everything I believe I want
or don’t want happens to me because of the choices I make.
The Law of Attraction, as vague as it sounds to some people, works in mysterious ways
and always attracts what you think you deserve and attracts everything that supports
how you feel about yourself.
In other words, if you are afraid to die from sickness and all your attention is focused on
getting sick or not wanting the sickness, you still focus on the sickness. How are you
supposed to end up loving life and enjoying health if you are constantly focused on

things that you do not want? And if you are focused on things that you do not want,
then, definitely, you are not focused on things that you actually want.
“I do not want to be sick”, “I do not want this”, and “I want not to be sick” is not the
same as “I am healthy”. If you see sickness as the center of your attention and not the
health, then how are you supposed to even attract health? You are clearly paying more
attention to what you don’t want even though the words you use are: ” I want not to be
sick”.
To be honest, I do not exactly know where I am in my journey to awareness. I just know
that I am on a journey and I am enjoying it. Yes, sometimes things do not go the most
enjoyable route but, nonetheless, it is my journey and it is something that I have
created for myself.
I make an effort to consciously find the best in people and find the best in every
situation, especially when I am uncomfortable and this journey of self-awareness has
taken me way further than an old journey of trying to control everything around me to
feel better.
I do not see things and people as a reason why I am not happy. I know I am the reason
I am happy or not happy.
I am the reason that I might not have all the money in the world to live comfortably. And
the reason for it is – I focus on not having enough money rather than focusing on
having it for everything I want and need. How can I ever have unlimited funds if I focus
on not having them and not being able to control the way these funds come to me?
Let the awakening of who we truly are guide us to awareness of how we can live
without limits.
Copyright Dace
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Aleya... Awakening & Ascension
I haven’t written about awakening in some time. I haven’t read about it. My blog itself,
describing me as ‘a spiritual girl in the digital world’, had stalled. What can I share?
In the preceding months, I’ve actually felt turned off by the concepts of ‘awakening’ and
‘ascension’. It’s like a switch had flipped and I couldn’t connect with what had driven
and inspired me for many years.
As I wrote in my last post, the heavier aspects of being human – individually and
collectively – weighed on me this year. To write about these things from a spiritual
viewpoint, which I’d done many times before, didn’t feel right. I didn’t want to theorize or
analyze. I was seeing things from a different perspective, and that perspective was…
I don’t know.
My inner pendulum was changing course. Did I truly believe humanity was awakening?
Did I have a clue about ascension? Or was I simply repeating what I’d heard and read
over the years?
I didn’t grow up in an overly strict religious household, yet as a child I was plagued by
the concept of a watchful God that was assessing my every move. As a teenager, the
exposure to more metaphysical – aka ’spiritual’ or ‘new age’ – concepts brought me
much comfort and hope. Life was far more intriguing travelling this path. The mystical
was a language I intuitively understood. It made sense.
But the old concept of God, and the fear of it, lurked within me. And this past year it
was triggered, with these two aspects – very simplified as ’religious versus spiritual’ –
battling within.
This left me in a place of feeling generally disconnected and disgruntled. Which doesn’t
sound great…but there was also relief. Relief in becoming less attached to any belief
system, to any doctrine or teaching that attempted to convince me I could know what is
ultimately unknowable.
I do know that the day I received another gentle prompt from Barbara to participate in
this awakening series, I’d been walking to work that morning with the thought, I want to
believe. I want to invite the energies of love, my ancestors, the Divine Feminine, back
into my life without the hazy, overlaying fear of retribution that’s been hanging over
humanity for eons. I want to feel the mystical and the sacred.
I think periods of disconnect are often appropriate and totally necessary. For so many
years, I consumed. Information, books, concepts, digital ‘stuff’. I’ve needed to unplug
for a while, to integrate and to delete some of the outdated imprints, downloads, and
programs.

My inner pendulum is moving towards centre, finding its own resonance. Maybe, deep
under the uncertainty of disconnection, I implicitly trusted that I would feel a restored
connection in due time. My relationship the divine is renewing. Writing any more than
that ventures into analyzing territory, and I’m not sure it can or needs to be articulated
further.
Awakening allows us to doubt, question, and disconnect. Awakening is forgiving of the
process. Awakening is patient. It takes a lifetime, possibly more.
I am surrendering to awakening, and dissolving resistance as I travel that path. All the
while, doing my best to remain humble in what I don’t know. It is a tender space, and it
feels right.
Copyright Aleya

You can read more of Aleya's writing on her Website...
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Linda Litebeing... Wake Me up Before I Go-Go
While not much has really changed at the surface level of my life these last couple of
years, there has been tremendous energetic shifts just below the surface. Many of my
regular readers know I use imagery as part of my communication process. Art and text
(often married with music as well) do more together than separately.
I have chosen a couple paintings by Julian Weir to complement today’s “cosmic
update”. These paintings were selected because reality is depicted as malleable,
shaded, variable, soft and muted. I would say that my current state of being is quite
porous, mutable, in flux, and often multi-dimensional. No-thing is ever how it seems, at
least not from my vantage point.
Time is Fleeting: While I have functioned as a therapist at two different organizations,
become more immersed in a local astrology group, and have witnessed more lovely
souls enter and leave my orbit, these details matter little. While reading a high school
year book recently, I discovered a quote that still rings true.
Isn’t it strange how all of the years dissolved into just a feeling?
I remember being blown away by this insight at the time. I do agree that all of
human/being existence is reduced to momentary impressions and reactions. Feelings
turn into memories but cannot replace the in-the-moment experience.
When you really get down to it, all we are left with are our experiences. Time moves so
quickly in ” my reality” that I look back less and focus as much as possible on the
moment in front of me. It requires plenty of re-programming for me to succeed,
especially in this informational overload society. Experiences are purer when lived in
the Now and the moment is all there is. I realize that while living in a body is limiting, it
is still unique.

I'm on the Road to No-where: The painting above is called The Road to Nowhere,
which I did not notice until it was already uploaded. It fits in perfectly with the notion that
there is no-thing to do, no-where to go, and no-one to be.
The past few years have been about picking myself up and dusting myself off after
falling down over and over and over again. While it appears that my recent journey is
mostly about recovering from an assortment of bizarre and mundane obstacles, I sense
that IAM growing and evolving behind the scenes.
It is obvious to me that I want to spend my remaining time on Earth serving the
elevation of consciousness. I do not want to live my days “phoning it in.” Lately I have
been drawn to working in the field of addiction. Many moons ago my psychic buddy
Bob mentioned in a reading that I would do well working with addicts. It did not appeal
to me then, but it has become a passion of mine.
While I currently interview for jobs at inpatient rehabs and outpatient clinics, it has
dawned on me that my last employer really took a chance by hiring me. I realize that I
could not answer many of the specific questions about chemical dependence treatment
being asked of me now, back then. I know now how much I did not know. (This doesn’t
apply just to addiction treatment either!)
I did acquire so much knowledge in such a short amount of time. Looking back, it
seems miraculous that my former supervisor advocated to bring me onboard. It took
me some time (I started that job 1 year ago today) to realize that the Universe was
really conspiring to help me grow and manifest more of the experiences that I desire. I
find it pointless to not serve humanity, especially at this point in our species’
development.
The question remains: How to do so without getting stuck in the goo of despair?
The Sludge Party continues: There is so much sludge! I am referring to unresolved
material that remains hidden at the unconscious and often cellular level. The more we
live, the more we acquire. So many old insecurities have re-emerged recently, issues I
thought we cleared for good.
Some recent sludge has come up around rejection, being bullied, and #metoo incidents
that date all the way back to the 6th grade. Revisiting high school via my class HS
Reunion FB page has resulted in many dreams including former “mean girl” classmates
along with some pleasant exchanges online. It is a mixed bag, sludge and
fudge. Afterall, looking at the old yearbooks revealed that awesome quote about the
flow of time and how we process it.
The #metoo movement triggered old memories that I thought were long resolved. Many
spiritual teachers say that we perpetually clear more and more as old content emerges
again in a spiral formation. Other teachers say we do not need to clear anymore. All I
know is that I faced head on some rather uncomfortable emotions, yet again. I dealt
with them, for now.

Ascension Apocalypse: While I am still as confused as ever about all the Ds
(densities and dimensions), I like the concept of ascension and tend to attract more and
more information online and offline about this topic. While those who know me well
would describe my personality as fixed and stubborn, I have revised my belief system
several times, especially since the dawning of the new millennium.
For example, I really could not relate to the notion that practically all Earthlings are
slaves to the machine. It appeared to be a preposterous exaggeration. Yes, I
descended in part from an enslaved people. But I have never been forced to work
without pay or treated like I had no value.
As I consider how primitive and stagnant our civilization is in terms of basic living
conditions, deplorable does not even begin to cover it! Most spirits in human bodies
have to work most of their lives to barely cover food and shelter, with little or nothing
leftover. Millions live in squalor and are perpetually hungry. When I look at my life,
despite all the education and skills, I have had to accept employment that was far less
from what I desired, just to survive.
This planet finds violence and incarceration acceptable and does not agree that food,
medical care, and education are birthrights. It is truly a dog- eat-dog mentality at play ,
while the 1 percent have more resources than they could possibly ever use.
Why do we live this way?
Matrix or not, there has got to be a purer, kinder way to live on this beautiful planet
called Gaia. So I continue to do my best, using my guidance and intuition to plant me
where I am needed. But there are many moments when I wonder if we are too late.
George Michael, Am I Woke Yet? I titled this entry Wake Me Up Before I Go-Go as a
riff on the Wham classic Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go. This song has nothing at all
to do with this topic, but I adore George Michael, one of the many sensitive souls who
left Earth too soon. And yet, if you check out the video link provided above, you will see
George is wearing a t-shirt with the words CHOOSE LIFE on it, hmmmm.
In any case, the title really distills what matters to me most at this juncture. I really,
really, really, (did I say really?) REALLY, do not want to return here again in a body. I
realized as a child that I did not want to be here and it only took a few more years to
realize that I am not interested in doing this again. Per usual, the cosmic winks
continue, as my phone began to ring just while I typed the word again! I am not playing.
There has to be more to explore in other realms.
So I conclude this cosmic update to say that I want to awaken as fully as possible, with
love and nurture and care, before this body expires. I do not wish to remain stuck on
the karmic wheel and be a slave to any “authorities” whoever or whatever they may be.

I doubt very much I would have chosen my circumstances without the goal of
transcendence and awakening. If ascension is on the table, I want in! Maybe I am
already partially there. There is no scorecard where I track my progress, however both
longing and love do register in my heart.
Copyright Linda Litebeing
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Joseph Parent... The Seasons of our Lives
The four seasons in Canada do not happen in certain parts of the world but seasons
can still happen no matter how subtle they may be. Mankind’s spirituality can also be
felt in the four seasons of the self as well. Seasons have awakened me spiritually
every year and I have ascended simply by being and by listening to the whispers of the
seasons.
If I have tweaked you with one thought, one example, one comparison or one image
that you love then I have brought you into an awareness. You have been awakened
and you have ascended into your consciousness no matter how insignificant the
thought may be as long as you felt a vibrational shift. It is another spiritual step you
have taken on your journey.
One can experience the IAM, just being, oneness, and then be still which can
produce a greater awakening but not necessarily a more startling ascension. For me, it
is experiencing the mundane where I find the mundane experiences produce
astonishing epiphanies and significant feelings of ascension. We are mind, body, and
spirit. Our minds awaken us, our bodies react and our spirits ascend. Aligning
ourselves with truth, our spiritual power becomes ours and with this spiritual power, we
ascend vibrationally with love and with tranquility which our self, (IAM) transcends into
an elated consciousness.
WINTER MY NEMESIS
Winter’s lullaby begins and Winter’s breath lays a white coat everywhere before
us. When I was a child I loved Winter and the hours of play outside to me was
entertaining until our little extremities were numb. I remember snow-caked mittens and
long icicles hanging from the eaves, which were a delight to taste despite mother’s
warnings.
Winter to me was white death and the word made me cringe. Eventually, Winter has
taught me that death is not permanent and life continues. The stillness of Winter is a
time for rest and also for your next spiritual cycle to begin. The hush of babies
sleeping is waiting to be awakened in Spring to renew the process once again. It is a
season of reflection as Winter magically receives and prepares Spring, Summer, and
Autumn for future activities just as we receive spiritual awakenings and spiritual gifts
throughout the years as well.
Winter has awakened me to know its gentleness, serenity and its beauty. Everything
in life, which produces a love vibration brings you joy and happiness. You awaken and
you ascend in consciousness. Make your life one to rest, to observe, to reflect, to feel
serenity, to be at peace, and most of all to feel love as we are always held in its
cradle. Remember beneath the snow there are seeds.

SPRING BIRTHING
Winter’s icy torment follows Spring and when the sun draws closer to earth, the Spring
thaw occurs and we see Mr. Winter melt himself away. Springtime is the land of
awakening where many plants emerge out of the ground and trees don their leaves
since a year.
Many births take place and all births seem to be in a rush. There is a cleaning to be
done which Autumn left behind and Winter has covered up. The decayed leaves and
the smell of renewed earth is two of my delights in Spring which invigorates me out of
Winter’s hibernation.
The perpetual nature of Spring births awakens me to shed my old ways which are no
longer necessary and once again we slip into our newer skins which sees themselves
in the Spring of their awakening. Spring offers rejuvenation and a promise of growth
not only in nature but in oneself as well. Can you imagine a tree sprouting from inside
a seed?
Growing blossoms in the Spring. Growing into a full leaf in the Summer. Autumn is
where plants produce many seeds and a magnificent show of Autumn colors. Winterbare for resting. All from one seed!
Confidence in a seed
Only if we had,
our visions in a seed.
Without question.
Without understanding.
Just to let it be:
Into the invisible of confidence.
Which grows flowers.
Into recycling.

I feel the Spring of my life is a new beginning. Gaia (Mother Earth) lets us feel a new
Spring over and over, year after year again with new eyes. Spring is similar to being
born, physically, emotionally and Spiritually. One can hope to maintain a childhood
purity where one can grow and bring that innocence forward into one’s consciousness.
I ascend knowing the awesomeness of Spring. Its rapid growth, the offering of many
Spiritual gifts to the soul and also, its wonderful magical dance of miracles in nature
and within my Spiritual self.
Spring moves us forward with a renewal of our spirituality and brings us into a new
space of being. From death, a birth arises, from a birth, death is inevitable and the
cycle continues on earth. At this time, we enter another season – a season of
exploration which inevitably screams of Summer.

SUMMER SIZZLE
Our arrival into Summer is cherished by many. People flock to the beach. I love the
waves that swash upon the shore. The sound brings peace and tranquility which
hypnotizes me into reverie.
Another activity is venturing out in the woods and communing with nature which has a
peaceful and calming effect to my essence. Going barefoot on the grass or on another
natural surface is called earthing and grounding. Follow the link to read more about the
benefits of earthing and of grounding. https://www.emfanalysis.com/is-grounding-goodfor-you/
Humanity needs peace. Peace is simple yet is made complicated by mankind. As
more people awaken, we will eventually tip the scale for humanity’s ascension.
Gaia keeps on giving and giving to humanity despite us harming her. Heal ourselves
and we heal her as well and eventually, we will see Gaia continue her development into
a new dimension.
Summer symbolizes adventure. As we look inside ourselves, we are in the summer of
our soul with its explorative nature seeking where our spiritual development will take us
to an awakened state and to an ascension. Summer is the youth and adulthood of our
existence before we feel Autumn’s yawn and where we feel the serenity of our golden
years or Autumn years which presents itself at our doorstep.
AUTUMN’S SPIRITUAL HARVEST
A switch in time slowly turns and with a gust of a colder wind, we quickly slip back into
Autumn. Autumn above all is my favorite season. Gaia begins with her paintbrush by
dabbing trees from her multicolored palette at hand. A final masterpiece is trees that
are set ablaze.
Autumn’s bountiful harvest signifies a lessening of labor and a time of an awarded rest.
The pumpkin patch is one of my favorite activities when it comes to Halloween which is
a holiday that is celebrated in North America, Mexico, and a few other countries abroad
under different names. Follow the link below and you will read about Halloween
traditions and other Halloween celebrations around the world.
A SPIRITUAL FROST
In some parts of the world, frost is also known as Nature’s Grim Reaper, which signifies
a slow-to-quick death to some plants. We can still experience warmer weather at this
time, however, the first frost yields its magic to a splendid leaf color change. Frost on
the pumpkin is a warning to us all. Two thoughts come to mind, “As the killer frost
drapes itself over pumpkins and over the land do we not as humans experience a frost
ourselves? Is there not a frost on all of mankind?” I think humanity is at crossroads

where truth is being unveiled all over the world and humanity is begging for change. I
can feel a shift happening. There is love being sent vibrationally. It is an exciting time
to bear witness to the joy and happiness being reborn and for humanity claiming true
freedom which is our birthright.
Winter will soon be here and we will say goodbye to Autumn. As Autumn matures it
sets the stage with a freezing chill to allow Winter to have its icy grip for a few months
within the cycle of recycling which begins anew.
Every awakening and ascension are an experience to open one’s heart. No matter
how small or how big an awakening or an ascension is they are part of a spiritual web
where all is interconnected as one. Autumn awakens me out of my Summer laziness
and I ascend further knowing the beauty of four seasons and also, the beauty in THE
SEASONS OF OUR LIVES.
Be well and be at peace.
Copyright Joseph Parent
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